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Financial Integration and the Global Effects of 
China’s Growth Surge 

Abstract 
China’s financial openness, as measured by cross border flows and asset ownership, peaked 
during its 2000s growth surge, as did downward pressure on global interest rates and price 
levels. This was despite China’s restriction of financial inflows to approved FDI and tight 
controls on private outflows. We analyze the global effects of the growth surge and their 
dependence on these financial policies by employing a global macro model with national 
portfolio rebalancing, in which flexibility in asset differentiation is used to index financial 
integration. The results suggest that, globally, the growth surge raised asset prices, reduced 
yields and bolstered deflationary pressures, while improving aggregate economic welfare. It is 
shown that, without capital controls, most surge effects on China would have been moderated 
substantially while the global impacts would have been larger. 

1 Introduction 

China’s emergence over recent decades and its ultimate size presage major implications for the 

functioning of the rest of the global economy, and the advanced economies in particular.  

Central to the question is the “unbalanced” nature of China’s growth surge since the 1990s, 

which peaked in the early 2000s and saw faster growth in China’s supply of merchandise than 

in its consumption.  This had direct, and much analysed, effects on the terms of trade facing 

other regions.1  Yet, in addition to the deflationary forces unleashed in these regions, the 

associated excess supply of saving also changed the financial terms of trade, contributing to 

asset price inflation and the observed trend decline in asset yields over the same period.2 3 

Since the global financial crisis (GFC), and more particularly after 2010, a decline in the level 

of imbalance in China’s growth became apparent.  China’s production structure has been 

diversifying away from export-oriented light manufacturing into services to better meet home 

                                                 
1 The literature on the terms of trade consequences for the advanced economies began in the 1990s with the debate 
over the poor performance of unskilled US workers (Bound and Johnson 1992, Wood 1994, Berman et al. 1994, 
and Leamer 1996, Wood 2018) and extended into a more complex debate over the apparently declining 
performance of all but the most highly paid US workers (Haskell et al. 2012, Helpmann et al 2010, Autor et al. 
2013).  It has also included global modelling studies that kicked off with Krugman (1995) and proceeded to the 
decomposition studies by Tyers and Yang (1997) and Francois and Nelson (1998) with more detailed follow-up of 
labour effects by Tyers and Yang (2000), Winchester and Greenaway (2007), Francois and Wignaraja (2008), 
Harris et al. (2011) and Harris and Robertson (2013), Levchenko and Zhang (2012) and Di Giovanni et al. (2013).  
Diversity in method notwithstanding, all the global modelling studies find net gains to the rest of the world 
transmitted via terms of trade effects. 
2 The terms of trade gain transmitted financially has been commonly referred to as the Asian “savings glut”.  See 
Bernanke (2005), Chinn and Ito (2007), Choi et al. (2008), Ito (2009), Chinn et al. (2012) and Arora et al. (2014).  
3 These changes abroad were superficially beneficial, though the evidence to date suggests that the gains have 
been at least partially offset by structural unemployment.  For a survey and analysis of the neoclassical and 
Keynesian effects abroad, see Tyers (2015b). 
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consumption demand (Lardy 2006; Bowles, 2012).  There has been relative growth in Chinese 

consumption and a decline in its excess saving, thus unwinding some of the global effects of 

the prior growth surge.  Yet the deflationary effects of the surge have been persistent, albeit 

subsequently compounded by other global developments, including the retreat to money during 

the GFC and its effects on perceived investment risk, increased automation, the extraordinary 

global expansion of the largest of the information technology based service companies and an 

unanticipated energy supply glut, necessitating transitions to unconventional monetary policy 

(UMP) in Japan, the US and Europe. 

The role of financial integration is worth particular attention in analysing the global effects of 

change in China.  Its opening to trade was extensive, necessitated by a very high degree of 

specialisation in labour intensive manufacturing and hence the need to exchange this for 

products and services that would meet growing domestic demands.  This commenced soon 

after its transitional reforms of the late 1970s and accelerated following its commitment to a 

modern taxation system and a de facto fixed exchange rate in 1994.  Meanwhile, as reflected 

by the scale of cross-border financial flows, China appeared to open financially.  Foreign direct 

investment (FDI) played a significant role in financing investment and there were substantial 

outflows of excess saving into global financial markets.  Yet the FDI was state-vetted, entering 

under mandated partnerships with state owned enterprises (SOEs).  On the outflow side, 

private acquisitions of foreign assets were restricted and the domestic currency non-

convertible.  This meant that the foreign currency remaining in the banking system, due to the 

excess of export earnings over import expenditure, had to be acquired by the central bank and 

deposited abroad as official foreign reserves. 

We therefore consider two different types of financial integration.  The first, Type 1, reflects 

the scale of cross border flows as proportions of domestic saving or investment.  The second, 

Type 2, indicates the weakness of capital controls and, in particular, the ease with which the 

Chinese collective portfolio can be rebalanced away from official foreign reserves and across 

foreign regions.  China’s growth surge contributed substantially to integration of Type 1 but 

not of Type 2.  While the financial effects of the surge are of significant interest to us, our 

focus in this paper is on the differences in domestic and global effects of the surge that would 

have arisen had there also been financial integration of Type 2.  To explore this we use a 

parsimonious global macroeconomic model that incorporates bilateral linkages across six 

regions via both trade and financial flows. 
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The model includes a number of innovative elements.  First, by allowing for asset 

differentiation it incorporates optimising financial portfolio management in each region that 

serves to direct saving from each into investments across all regions.  Second, the degree of 

asset differentiation is quantified, via an elasticity of asset substitution, to reflect financial 

integration of Type 2.  Third, UMP is represented where relevant, placing direct demands on 

the global markets for long maturity assets that are endogenous to chosen targets.  This tends to 

enhance the spill-over effects of monetary policy (Chen et al. 2014), which proves important 

because the UMP response raises long maturity asset prices and lowers yields.  The consequent 

rebalancing of portfolios in favour of money then exacerbates the deflationary effects of 

China’s growth surge. 

Overall, the results suggest that the surge had significant implications for the advanced regions, 

transmitted via changes in both financial flows and the international terms of trade.  This is 

consistent with empirical analyses that have revealed large macroeconomic effects.4  

Moreover, it emerges that the growth surge would have yielded net real income gains not only 

in China but also, albeit more modestly, in advanced regions.  Meanwhile we find that these 

effects are quite sensitive to the level of China’s financial integration.  Indeed, the domestic 

effects of the surge are shown to be considerably moderated in the presence of financial 

integration of Type 2, including the scale of the growth surge itself.  On the other hand, foreign 

effects are seen to be amplified by such integration, and particularly the deflationary pressures 

in the US. 

The section to follow places China’s 2000s growth surge in the context of the evolution of its 

policy regimes, its economic structure and coincident developments in the slower-growing 

advanced economies.  Section 3 reviews the corresponding changes in financial structure, 

openness and external impact.  Section 4 then presents the model used for quantitative analysis 

and Section 5 offers numerical analysis of the foreign effects of China’s growth surge. Section 

6 considers the sensitivity of these effects to financial integration and conclusions are offered 

in Section 7. 

                                                 
4 For empirical results that confirm the global significance of changes in China see Eickmeier and Kuehnlenz 
(2018).  Our modelling results are contrary, however, to those of N’Daye et al (2010) and Genberg and Zhang 
(2010), who find that the international effects of changes in Chinese consumption are small.  Their conclusions 
stem from the use of a model in which spill-over effects stem primarily from trade, and financial flows are only 
weakly represented. 
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2. The Surge and its External Effects 

Outside China, macroeconomic assessments of Asian growth have been dominated by critics 

worried about the imbalances associated with excess saving (the “savings glut”) and the 

“upstream” financial flows that stem from it.5  China’s particular contribution to these 

upstream financial flows has been variously attributed to capital market distortions, exchange 

rate “manipulation” and myriad other interventions by the all-pervasive Chinese state to confer 

unfair advantage on Chinese firms and to raise exports and investment at the expense of 

household consumption.6  To see both sides of these controversies we need to place the growth 

surge in context. 

2.1 Growth and trade 

Adopting the standard “East Asian” growth model, China was able to move workers from rural 

poverty to urban locations where they could be combined with capital and imported 

technology, yielding rapid productivity growth (Song et al. 2011).  But the modest skills of 

these workers required that the product mix comprise only light (labour-intensive) 

manufactures, unbalancing it relative to consumption and investment demand and thus 

requiring a rapid expansion in trade.  The speed of the growth, combined with lagging social 

institutions and industrial reform, also induced very high household saving rates and made state 

owned enterprises very profitable, leading to high corporate saving (Bayoumi et al.2010).  This 

had modest effects on the developed regions prior to the 2000s, before which the scale of 

China’s economy did not rival their own.  After China’s post-WTO accession, however, an 

unprecedented accumulation of foreign investment combined with new access to markets in the 

advanced economies to deliver the growth surge. 

As indicated by the real GDP series in Figure 1, the modern Chinese economy has in fact 

enjoyed three growth surges, the first following the “reform and opening up” from the late 

1970s and the second following the implementation of the de facto peg to the US dollar and the 

                                                 
5 A substantial literature now either asserts, or depends upon, the “savings glut” hypothesis.  Contributions include 
Bernanke (2005, 2011), Caballero et al. (2008), Caballero (2009), Chinn and Ito (2007), Choi et al.  
(2008), Chinn et al (2012), Eichengreen (2004) and Lee and McKibbin (2007). 
6 The American literature critical of China’s macroeconomic policies is also extensive.  Bernanke (2005, 2011) 
offers the outline and Krugman (2010) declares that “China is making all of us poorer”. The US macroeconomic 
position is put in more detail by, amongst others, Lardy (2006, 2012) and Bergsten et al. (2008).  Similar 
advocacy of policy-induced “balance” in China’s growth can be found, still more formally, in Blanchard and 
Giavazzi (2006), while it is also recognized that some of the US reaction is mercantilist (Ito 2009). 
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taxation reforms of 1994.  During the first surge, however, China contributed only two per cent 

of the global economy.  By 2000 this was near ten per cent, with much larger shares of global 

manufactures production and trade.7 

2.2 External financial effects 

Implications of the surge for global finance follow from the recognition that, since 1980, Asian 

economies have contributed about half of the increment to global saving, with China 

contributing fully a third of the increment since 1990.  This is evidence that the shift in global 

growth toward high-saving Asia, which occurred in the 1980s, accelerated the rate at which the 

global savings supply curve shifted to the right.  If, as the data suggest, the corresponding 

global investment demand curve shifted by less the Wicksellian (1898) “natural” rate of 

interest at the global level must have declined.8 

Long maturity bonds in open and well regulated financial markets arbitrage with other major 

instruments of private saving and investment and are extensively traded internationally.  Their 

yields tend therefore to be more stable through time than business-cycle driven short yields and 

their movements highly correlated across the advanced economies, as is evident from Figure 2 

(Arora et al. 2014).  It is argued by Ito (2013:8) that globalisation has made domestic financial 

markets are more susceptible to international factors, tending to decouple short-term and long-

term interest rates.9  Consistent with Bernanke (2005), he concludes that the long-term interest 

rate is tied down by global saving imbalances and hence reflects the natural rate of interest.  

This reasoning, and that of Rey (2013), both imply that, when there is free capital mobility, 

there is inter-regional arbitrage at the long end of the yield curve whereas the short end of the 

yield curve is conventionally controlled by monetary authorities.10  It follows, then, that the rise 

in Asian saving is a possible explanation for the persistent downward trend in long term bond 

rates since the 1980s that is apparent from Figure 2.11 

                                                 
7 These are proportions of global GDP in international dollars from the IMF, World Economic Outlook Database. 
8 Ex ante shifts in saving supply and investment demand cannot be observed.  See Tyers (2015b) for a discussion of 
this. 
9 He and McCauley (2013) find evidence of “imperfect substitutability along the yield curve” and use it to explore 
monetary policy spill-over effects, which they see as enlarged by the global integration of long bond markets. 
10 We thank Paul Luk for clarifying this point. 
11 The separation of the series for Japan is associated with its long term current account surplus and the major Yen 
appreciation shocks of the late 1980s and early 1990s, which established a negative risk premium amongst 
Japanese savers.  In all regions, inflation rates were low throughout the period shown in the figure and so the trend 
of nominal long rates reflects that of corresponding real rates. 
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Inside China, the excess saving stemmed from a decline in private consumption as a share of 

GDP between 2000 and 2008, with this share not picking up until after 2010, as shown in 

Figure 3.  Also indicated in the figure are extraordinary rates of domestic saving from GDP.  

This suggests a major role for the Chinese financial sector in recycling half its GDP into 

investment.  While investment from abroad has been important, as seed capital in the very 

early years and as a source of modern technology later (Sun 2009), total investment has mostly 

followed the pattern of domestic saving through time.  Nonetheless, tremendous growth in the 

domestic economy and thus in recyclable saving has meant that, while inward FDI continued to 

expand beyond the 2000s surge, its share in total investment in China has been declining 

(Figure 4).  Meanwhile Chinese policy has ensured that FDI nonetheless retains the largest 

share of net capital inflow (Figure 5). 

Gross flows on China’s balance of payments are plotted in Figure 6, including its current 

account, capital account, change of official foreign reserves, and net flows on its financial 

account (which here excludes changes in official reserves).  In this figure, credits refer to 

inflows of funds and debits to outflows.  During the surge the balance of payments shows a 

relative boom in current account net credits, offset mostly by a substantial rise in official 

foreign reserves.  The subsequent fall in official foreign reserves stemmed from both a 

reduction in the imbalance between Chinese production and consumption and hence a decline 

in the trade surplus, along with a slump in the net inflow of investment funds. 

3. Quantifying Financial Integration 

One way to understand financial integration is to see it as the process through which increases 

in cross-border arbitrage cause prices in domestic financial markets to adjust more in harmony 

with foreign markets (Lien and Zhang 2018, Ho 2009).  China’s comparatively high economic 

growth rate and the similarly high underlying rates of return it has offered to new capital 

suggest an increasing trend in capital flows both into and out of its economy.12  In our view 

this is a reflection of Type 1 financial integration, which depends only on the extent to which 

assets are traded and owned externally.  Indeed, Type 1 financial integration might best be 

measured from flow data by a combination of the ratio of investment from abroad to total 

domestic investment or domestic GDP and the ratio of saving directed to investment abroad to 

                                                 
12 Huang et al. (2010) and Garcia-Herrero (2015) assert that the trend in such flows indicate that China’s capital 
account has become more open in recent years, yet the gross flows in Figure 5 suggest a subsequent reversal of 
this trend. 
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total domestic saving or domestic GDP.  From asset stock data corresponding measures are 

available. 

By contrast, in Type 2 financial integration, the focus is on the flexibility with which inward 

flows can be directed across domestic investments and outward flows can be directed across a 

range of asset types and destination economies.  An economy that is open in this way is likely 

to have a more globally diversified collective asset portfolio.  This is not achieved via officially 

sanctioned FDI on the inflow side and outflows driven by official foreign reserve 

accumulation, even though these yield high values for Type 1 integration.  Type 2 financial 

integration yields freer arbitrage, allowing asset prices in domestic financial markets to adjust 

more in harmony with foreign markets. 

Quantifying financial integration depends on both de facto and de jure measures, where de jure 

measures reflect official capital control policies de facto measures indicate actual practice.  A 

range of possible de facto measures for China is shown in Figure 7.  These suggest that, during 

the surge period, there were substantial increases in Type 1 integration but that the pattern 

since then has been mixed.  Considering stock measures, the foreign-owned capital stock rose 

as a share of GDP while the corresponding share of Chinese-owned capital abroad fell.  The 

inward FDI stock fell while the outward FDI stock rose, though by contrast, the stock of 

inward portfolio assets rose while that of outward portfolio assets fell.  This contrast is most 

evident after the growth surge, signalling important roles for the “belt and road” initiative and 

improved access by foreigners to portfolio assets on China’s two stock markets (Lim 2017). 

Turning to flow measures that indicate Type 1 financial integration, the final graph in Figure 7 

is constructed as the weighted sum of the quotient of financial outflows with total domestic 

saving and the quotient of financial inflows with total domestic investment.  This shows a large 

peak during the growth surge and a decline thereafter, notwithstanding a modest recovery post-

GFC.  Meanwhile, also after the surge, there was significant diversification of assets away 

from the concentration on foreign reserves.  The shares of the FDI stock, portfolio assets, other 

assets, and foreign reserves in total assets change from 7, 7, 15 and 72 per cent to 21, 7, 25 and 

46 per cent, respectively.13  These changes suggest increases in Type 2 financial integration, at 

least to the extent that they have allowed portfolio diversification. 

                                                 
13 Total assets consist of direct investment assets (FDI stock), portfolio investment assets, financial derivative 
assets, other assets and reserve assets. The value of financial derivate assets is much smaller than other types of 
assets and is therefore omitted in Figure 7 and the discussion in the main text.  
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More direct assessments of capital control are available from the two the two de jure measures 

of capital control offered in Figure 8.  These are calculated based on the codification of 

information provided in the IMF's Annual Report on Exchange Rate Arrangements and 

Restrictions (AREAER).  While there is no change in the Chinn-Ito index (Chinn and Ito 

2006), that by Fernandez et al. (2016) does show some relaxation of controls in recent years, 

though not during the growth surge. 

These measures confirm that China opened significantly by Type 1 measures but did not act to 

raise the level of Type 2 integration until after the surge and the GFC.  In our analysis below 

we ask how the global effects of China’s growth surge would have been different had the 

extent of Type 2 financial integration been greater. 

4. Modelling Financial Interdependence 

A multi-region general equilibrium structure is used that centres on the global financial capital 

market.14  It is assumed that the financial products of each region are differentiated and that 

portfolio managers assign new net saving across regions so as to maximise expected portfolio 

returns given this differentiation.  This retains Feldstein-Horioka (1980) home bias while 

allowing significant redirections in financial flows at the margin.  It also allows the level of 

global financial market integration to be parameterised by varying this degree of 

differentiation.  The scale of short run spill-over effects associated with growth performance, 

excess saving and monetary policy therefore depend on it. 

Although there is a tendency for financial flows to move the global economy toward interest 

parity, this differentiation leaves this process incomplete in the lengths of run considered.  At 

the same time, regional rates of return on equity investments depart from regional bond yields, 

the former reflecting expected rates of return on installed capital and the latter short run 

equilibrium in regional financial markets between savers, indebted governments and investors.  

Within each region the demand for money is driven by a “cash in advance” constraint applying 

across the whole of GDP and a wealth effect whereby portfolio expansion requires a sustained 

liquid share, comprising non-yielding money.  Thus, in every region, home money is held in a 

portfolio with long maturity bonds, which are claims over physical capital and government 

                                                 
14 The model used is a more advanced variant on that used in Tyers (2015a).  That model assumed a perfectly 
integrated global bond market and so tended to generate unrealistically large spill-over effects.  Here, all financial 
products, including government bonds, are represented as regionally differentiated and so there is no perfectly 
integrated global market for any asset class.  Also, this model introduces unconventional monetary, which sees 
monetary expansions directly affecting the markets for long maturity assets. 
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debt across the regions.15  The opportunity cost of holding money is the yield on these long 

bonds.  On the supply side of the money market, in regions with unconventional monetary 

policy, expansions raise demand for long maturity bonds, reducing their yields and hence 

reducing the opportunity cost of holding money. 

Six regions are identified: the US, the EU, Japan, China, Australia and the Rest of the World, 

though the focus of this paper is on the first four.16  Each region supplies a single product that 

is also differentiated from the products of the other regions.  On the supply side, there are three 

primary factors with “production” labour (L) a partially unemployed variable factor while the 

stocks of physical capital (K) and skill (S) are fixed and fully employed.  Collective households 

are net savers with reduced form consumption depending on current and expected future 

disposable income and the home interest rate.  Aggregate consumption is subdivided via a 

single CES structure between the products of all the regions.  The following offers detail on the 

aspects of the model central to this analysis.17 

4.1 Financial markets 

Here the modelling departs from convention by incorporating explicit portfolios of assets from 

all regions.  Data on regional saving and investment for 2016 is first combined with that on 

international financial flows to construct an initial matrix to allocate total domestic saving in 

each region to investment across all the regions.  From this is derived a corresponding matrix 

of initial shares of region i’s net (private and government) saving that are allocated to the local 

savings supply that finances investment in region j, S0
iji .  When the model is shocked, the new 

shares are calculated so as to favour investment in regions, j, with comparatively high after tax 

yields, generally implying high expected real gross rates of return, rce.  This is calculated as: 

(1) 
P K 0

ce c e ei i i
i i i iK

i i

P MPˆ ˆr r e e
P

ϕ
ϕ

 
= + = + 

 
 , 

                                                 
15 Expectations are exogenous in the model and are formed over future values of home nominal disposable 
income, the rate of inflation, the real post-tax rate of return on home assets and bilateral real exchange rate 
alignment. 
16 The EU is modeled as the full 26 and it is assumed that this collective has a single central bank. 
17 The more routine components of the model are shared with an earlier version that uses a somewhat less 
developed financial structure (Tyers 2015a, Appendix 1) and an updated version (the appendix to Tyers and Zhou 
2018). 
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where K
iP  is the price of capital goods, which in this model are linked by an exogenous factor 

to P
iP , the producer price of the region’s generic good.18  The (exogenous) expected 

proportional change in the real exchange rate is ˆe
ie .  A further adjustment is made using an 

interest premium factor, iϕ , that is defined relative to the US ( US 1ϕ = ).  This permits 

consideration of the effects of changes in sovereign risk in association with the fiscal balance.  

Increments to regional sovereign risk cause investments in those regions to be less attractive. 

(2) 
i

0 i US
i i

i US

G G , i "US"
T T

φ

ϕ ϕ
  

= ∀ ≠  
  

, 

where iφ is an elasticity indicating sensitivity to sovereign risk. 

In region i, then, the demand for investment financing depends on the ratio of the expected rate 

of return on installed capital, ce
ir  and a domestic market clearing bond yield or financing rate, 

ir . 

(3) 0

I
iD ce

i i

i i

I r
I r

ε
 

=  
 

 , 

where I
iε  is a positive elasticity enabling the relationship to reflect Tobin’s Q-like behaviour.  

This investment demand is then matched in each region by a supply of saving that incorporates 

contributions from all regional households. 

Region i’s portfolio manager allocates the proportion S
iji  of its annual (private plus government) 

saving to new investments in regions j, such that 1S
ij

j
i =∑ .19  Because the newly issued equity 

is differentiated across regions based on un-modelled and unobserved region-specific 

properties, their services are combined via a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function 

specific to each regional portfolio manager.  Thus, region i’s household portfolio management 

problem is to choose the shares, S
iji , of its private saving net of any government deficit, 

                                                 
18 The producer price level is the factory door price of the regional good, which differs in this model from the 
GDP price level due to indirect taxation.  See Tyers (2015a: Appendix 1) for an explanation of this. 
19 The manager does not re-optimise over total holdings every year.  This is because the model is deterministic 
and risk is incorporated only via exogenous premia, so the motivations for continuous short run rebalancing, other 
than the arrival of new saving, are not represented. 
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D P D I
i iS S T T G= + + − , which are to be allocated to the assets of region j so as to maximise a 

CES composite representing the value of the services yielded by these assets: 

(4) 

1

max ( )
i

i

S
ij

F D S
i i ij ij

i j
U S i

ρ
ρα

−

− 
=  

 
∑  such that 1S

ij
j

i =∑ . 

Here ijα is a parameter that indicates the benefit to flow from region i’s investment in region j.  

The CES parameter, iρ , reflects the preparedness of region i’s household to substitute between 

the assets it holds.  To induce rebalancing in response to changes in rates of return the ijα  are 

made dependent on ratios of after-tax yields in destination regions, j, and the home region, i, 

via:20 

(5) , , 0
iK

j j
ij ij iK

i i

r
i j i

r

λ
τ

α β λ
τ

 
= ∀ > ∀  

 
 . 

Here, K
iτ is the power of the capita income tax rate in region i.  This relationship indicates the 

responsiveness of portfolio preferences to yields, via the (return chasing) elasticity iλ .  The 

allocation problem, thus augmented, is: 

(6) 

1

max ( )
i i

i

S
ij

K
j jF D S

i i ij ijKi j i i

r
U S i

r

λ ρ
ρτ

β
τ

−

−
  
 =      
∑  such that 1S

ij
j

i =∑ . 

Solving for the first order conditions we have, for region i’s investments in regions j and k: 

(7) 

1
11

i

ii
S K
ij ij j j
S K
ik ik k k

i r
i r

λ
ρρβ τ

β τ

++   
=        

 . 

This reveals that region i’s elasticity of substitution between the bonds of different regions is 

( )1 0I
i i iσ λ ρ= + > , which has two elements.  The return-chasing behaviour of region i’s 

household ( iλ ) and the imperfect substitutability of regional bonds, and therefore the 

sluggishness of portfolio rebalancing ( iρ ).  For the purposes of this analysis the values of I
iσ  

are seen as indicating the extent of each region’s integration with global financial markets. 

                                                 
20 Note that region i’s market bond yield, ri, is determined concurrently and indicates the replacement cost of 
capital in region i and therefore the opportunity cost for region i’s household of investment in region j. 
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The optimal share of the net domestic saving of region i that is allocated to assets in region j 

then follows from (8) and the normalisation condition, that 1S
ik

k
i =∑ : 

(8) 
1

I
Ii
i

i

S
ij

K
ik k k

K
k ij j j

i

r
r

σ
σ

λβ τ
β τ

=
   
      
   

∑

 . 

The key matrix for calibration is ijβ   .  These elements are readily available, first, by noting 

that only relative values are required and hence, for each region of origin, i, one value can be 

set to unity, and second, by making the assumption that the initial database has the steady state 

property that the net rates of return in regions j are initially the same as the market bond yield, 

rj.  Then, since in the base data 0 0 0 0,e e
ij j ik kr r r r= = , the ijβ s are available from a modified (6): 

4.2 Regional money market equilibrium 

In each region home money is held in a portfolio with regionally differentiated long maturity 

bonds, which are claims over physical capital and government debt across the regions.  Since 

portfolios are dominated by long maturity assets, the opportunity cost of holding money is the 

long bond yield.  In each region this is derived from equilibrium in a weakly segmented global 

market for loanable funds.  Central banks derive monetary expansions in regionally specific 

proportions from conventional monetary policy and from UMP, with reliance on the market 

segmentation theory of the yield curve (Johnson et al. 2010) to ensure that conventional 

monetary policy has no direct impact on the market for long term bonds.  Short rates are 

therefore not modelled explicitly, rather the monetary base in each region is determined as 

endogenous to the target of monetary policy and an exogenous parameter determines the share 

of any change in the monetary base that takes the form of long asset balance sheet expansion.  

UMP expansions raise home long maturity asset prices and lower long yields, causing 

imperfect spill-overs across regions due to global arbitrage that is only partially constrained by 

asset differentiation. 

A cash-in-advance constraint is assumed to generate transactions demand for home money 

across all components of gross (including intermediate) output.  Transactions demand is then 

augmented by the real purchasing power of financial wealth over domestic goods, to account 
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for the observed dependence of money demand on portfolio size.21  Portfolio rebalancing 

effects are driven by the opportunity cost of holding home money, which is the nominal after-

tax yield on home long term bonds.22  Real money balances are measured in terms of 

purchasing power over home products at the GDP price, PY. 

(A12) ( ) ( ) ( )
MR
i

MWMY
ii

e S B
i iD MD F i i i

i i i i K Y Y
i i i

r 1 M Mm a y w
P P

ε
εε π µ

τ

−
 +
 = = =
 
 

. 

For region i, yi is real, regional gross output, as distinct from real GDP since intermediates are 

transacted as well as goods and services entering final demand.  Real financial wealth is F
iw , K

iτ

is the power of the capital income tax rate in region i and e
iπ is the expected inflation rate of the 

consumer price level, PC, defined as a CES aggregate of home and imported consumer prices.  

Real financial wealth or assets, wF, is represented as the present value of an infinite stream of 

real dividends that are equal to after-tax returns on the capital stock, at the expected real rate of 

return on installed capital, rce, discounted at the current real financing rate, r.  A price 

adjustment is also made for relative inflation or deflation of capital goods prices, which raise or 

lower the purchasing power of financial wealth over home products. 

(A13) ( )( )1ce K K Y
i i i iF

i
i

r t P P K
w

r
−

=  . 

Thus, money demand is driven by transactions (y), portfolio expansion (wF) and portfolio 

rebalancing as it affects the liquid component (driven by the opportunity cost, r). 

On the supply side of the money market, the proportion of expansions that occur via the 

purchase of long maturity assets (UMP) is parameterised.  Conventional expansions directly 

affect the money supply while UMP expansions affect both it and the long end of the yield 

curve.  UMP expansions raise home long maturity asset prices and lower long yields, causing 

imperfect spill-overs due to global arbitrage that is only partially constrained by asset 

differentiation.23 

                                                 
21 The inclusion of financial wealth in the money demand equation follows Ragot (2014) and Mena and Tirelli 
(2017), who incorporate Baumol (1952) – Tobin (1956) behaviour. 
22 Thus, it is assumed here that the opportunity cost of holding money is measured by the long bond yield.  Short 
rates, at least as they have a role in conventional monetary policy, are here embedded in the determination of the 
monetary base.  The assumption that all investment financing depends on the long maturity market is a 
simplifying abstraction in this global analysis. 
23 By contrast, conventional monetary policy involves trade in short term instruments which has no direct, 
immediate impact on the market for long term bonds, which are major components of the global portfolio.  Short 
rates are therefore not modelled explicitly, rather the monetary base in each region is determined as endogenous to 
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Regional financial market clearance requires that the home financial market in each region 

clears separately and this implies global financial market clearance.  For region i, the nominal 

value of domestic investment, D
iI , represents the sum total of all domestic long bond issues.  

This is then equated with demand for those bonds from home and foreign (net private and 

government) savings, along with demands for home long bonds that arise from the 

“quantitative easing” components of monetary expansions by both home and foreign central 

banks. 

4.3 Global financial balance 

Financial balance then requires that total investment spending in region i, in i’s local currency, 

is equated with the total supply of financing directed from all represented regions: 

(12) jD S D QE QE B
i ji j ji j j

j i

E
I i S s M , i

E
θ ∆

 
 = + ∀  
 

∑  , 

Where S
jii  is the endogenous share of region j’s domestic total (private and government) saving, 

D
jS , that is directed to assets in region i.  Ei is the nominal exchange rate of region i relative to 

the US$.  The “quantitative easing” share of the current period’s expansion of the monetary 

base by region j’s central bank, QE
js , and the share of this expansion that takes the form of 

acquisitions of region i’s long bonds, QE
jiθ , both determine central bank demand.  These flows 

are originally in foreign currency and are therefore converted at the appropriate cross rates.  

The regional real bond yields (interest rates, jr ) emerge from this equality.  Their convergence 

across regions is larger the larger are the elasticities of asset substitution, I
jσ . 

The balance of payments condition requires that the sum of net inflows of payments on the 

current account and net inflows on the capital and financial accounts, measured in a single 

(home) currency is zero: 

(13) ( )jS D QE QE B S D QE QE B
i i ji j ji j j ij i ij i i

j i j ii

E
X M i S s M i S s M 0, i "US"

E
θ ∆ θ ∆

≠ ≠

 
 − + + − + = ∀ ≠  
 

∑ ∑  

                                                 
the target of monetary policy and an exogenous parameter determines the share of any change in the monetary 
base that takes the form of long asset balance sheet expansion. 
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The first terms are nominal values of exports and imports while the second two terms are 

financial inflows and outflows.24  The first parenthesised term represents acquisitions of region 

i’s home-issued long bonds by foreign savers and by foreign central banks, the latter 

associated, as above, with the “quantitative easing” component of the current period’s 

expansions of the monetary bases across regions.  These net saving and central bank flows are 

originally in foreign currency and so are converted at the appropriate cross rates.  The second 

parenthesised term represents acquisitions of foreign-issued long bonds by region i’s home 

savers and its own central bank.  A balance of payments in the US is implied by balance in all 

the other regions.  These equations determine the nominal exchange rates.  Since these are 

defined relative to the US$, that for the US is always unity ( )USE 1= , though nominal and real 

effective exchange rates are also calculated. 

4.4 Model database, parameters and operation 

The model database is built on national accounts as well as international trade and financial 

data for the global economy.25  The implications of changes in China for the three advanced 

regions are emphasised here and the scale of these economies, as represented in the database, is 

indicated in Table 1.  Of particular interest here are the financial flows between these regions 

and the pattern of these is suggested in Table 2, from which it is important to note the 

comparatively substantial shares of the US and China in their respective financial inflows and 

outflows.26 

5. Effects of the Growth Surge 

To quantify the internal and external effects of China’s growth surge a set of model 

experiments is constructed.  These require model closures, which indicate underlying 

assumptions about the labour market, fiscal policy, financial market clearance and monetary 

targeting, and a set of shocks that represent the drivers of the surge in its peak years.  Two 

lengths of run are considered.  The first is short, suggesting the effects within the year the 

shocks arise, and the second is long, allowing labour market clearance and capacity 

                                                 
24 Formulations of elements of the model not included here are provided in detail in the appendix to Tyers 
(2015a), and updated in the appendix to Tyers and Zhou (2018). 
25 We are using an updated version of our model in this analysis, with a database constructed from statistics for 
2016.  Since the Chinese economy was bigger relative to the rest of the world by then, compared with during the 
surge, the scale of the global spillovers may be overestimated.  Our focus, however, is on financial integration 
counterfactuals and the proportional differences amongst these is not sensitive to the database year chosen. 
26 Further details as to the sources and construction of the database can be obtained from Tyers (2015a, Appendix 
2) and updated in the appendix to Tyers and Zhou (2018). 
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adjustments.  They are detailed in Table 3.27  The growth surge shocks chosen are 

representative of empirical results centred on the Chinese economy in 2002-2007 to the extent 

that they indicate the underlying annual changes to productivity and factor endowments.  They 

are listed in Table 4.28  The shock to the consumption equations captures the observed decline 

in the share of consumption expenditure and the rise in the share of private savings in GDP that 

was occurring in the period. 

The numerical results for the default parameterisation of the model are summarised in Table 5.  

The surge, and the associated imbalance between production and consumption in China, 

created excess supply in the advanced economies and so would have been deflationary in the 

absence of money supply adjustment.  The results shown indicate the size of monetary 

expansions needed in China and in the advanced economies to avoid contractionary deflations.  

These are between three and five per cent per year, which is considerably faster than the 

growth of the advanced economies at that time, yet still ignoring deflationary shocks other than 

those emanating from China.  As expected, given the discussions in Section 2, the simulations 

confirm that the surge placed downward pressure on long interest rates globally.  This suggests 

two alternative ways to think about the monetary expansions required to avoid deflation.  On 

the one hand the excess supplies raised the relative abundance of goods relative to money and, 

on the other, the opportunity cost of money components in portfolios caused rebalancing in 

favour of liquidity, raising the demand for money relative to goods and thus reducing the prices 

of goods in terms of money.29 

Real appreciations of the advanced currencies relative to China’s, combined with consumption 

baskets that include imported products that are excluded from the calculation of producer or 

GDP prices, ensure that producer prices inflate relative to consumer prices.  This stimulates 

employment in the short run and capital accumulation in the long run and drives moderate 

increases in real output in regions outside China.  Associated moderate increases in the 

purchasing power of disposable incomes at domestic consumer prices (our measure of welfare) 

occur uniformly across the advanced regions.  Meanwhile, in China, the effects are obviously 

much larger.  Because China is assumed to maintain a de facto peg to the USD, the substantial 

                                                 
27 Keynesian and neoclassical assumptions about behavioural in responses to the Chinese shocks are compared 
using a similar model by Tyers (2015b).  While there are key differences in financial market structure as between 
the two models, the contrasts that emerge are similar to those that would stem from the model used here. 
28 The capital accumulation and productivity shares of China’s recent growth are controversial (Krugman 1994).  
The numbers used here are broadly consistent with the meta-analysis by Wu (2011). 
29 The use of UMP by Japan at the time of the surge also placed downward pressure on global long yields, though 
this effect is small in these simulations. 
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real depreciations that arise from its productivity gains and its excess supply of goods cause 

large deflations, though these are insufficient to restrict employment in the short run or capital 

growth in the long run and very high rates of growth are achieved. 

6. Sensitivity to Type 2 Financial Integration 

Financial integration can be thought of in several ways, even within the confines of the model 

adopted here.  The approach we use is to regard more financial integration as indicating more 

ready substitution of Chinese assets with those from all regions, reflected by a rise in China’s 

elasticity of asset substitution, I
iσ .  Type 1 financial integration is endogenous in the 

simulations, occurring in response to shocks to Chinese consumption behaviour and to 

endogenous reallocations of investment globally.  What is added here is pure Type 2 financial 

integration, as defined in Section 3.  It is here represented as the progression of China’s I
iσ  

between two and 20, while holding the levels for the advanced economies at 20, representing 

high levels of financial integration.30  Here the analysis sets the values for the advanced 

economies as constant at 20 and examines the effects of allowing China’s elasticity to rise from 

2 to 20. 

For low values of I
iσ , China’s financial outflows are restricted to adhere to the original pattern 

of these flows reflected in the model’s database (Table 2).  As the values rise, the distribution 

of these outflows across regional assets is more responsive to relative yield changes.  This 

includes greater flexibility of the share in China’s collective portfolio of China’s own domestic 

assets.  To see the effect of this, the surge shocks are repeated for different values of this 

parameter.  The effects of the shocks on regional bond yields, deflationary pressure, current 

account imbalance, real GDP and “welfare” (the real purchasing power of regional income at 

consumer prices) are assessed for the advanced regions. 

More flexible Chinese portfolio management alters the effects of the growth surge, causing 

them to depart from the central values presented in Table 5.  The proportions by which these 

results change, due to the full sweep of substitution elasticity values from 2 to 20, are indicated 

in Table 6.  Not surprisingly, given that the shocks are to the Chinese economy only, the 

Chinese performance indicators are the most strongly affected by some distance.  Increased 

integration makes investment abroad easier.  Since the surge caused a substantial rise in excess 

                                                 
30 The values of the substitution elasticity of advanced regional assets used in generating the results in the previous 
section are less extreme than these (15 for the US and  EU, 10 for Japan and 5 for China), representing other 
numerical measures of Type 2 financial integration (Tyers 2015a, Appendix 2). 
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saving, the more readily that saving can escape abroad the smaller is its tendency to suppress 

Chinese home long bond yields.  In the advanced regions, however, the arrival of additional 

Chinese saving in response to Type 2 integration ensures that long bond yields decline further 

than they otherwise would have.  The expected movement toward convergence of bond yields 

between China and the advanced economies is evident from Figure 9, which suggests that full 

financial integration would cause a decline in yields in the advanced economies by about three 

per cent.  At the rates in the database this suggests declines in 10 year bond yields of about 15 

basis points.31  The proportional effects of financial integration on US yields are a bit larger 

since the initial flows from China to Europe and Japan are small relative to those destined for 

the US.  Even where proportional changes to initial shares of Chinese outflow to the EU and 

Japan are substantial, the small base tends to push most of the additional outflow to the US. 

Turning to the deflationary effects of the surge, the monetary expansions that are needed to 

maintain the targets of monetary policy in China and the advanced economies are indicated in 

Figure 10.  Not surprisingly, the sizes of these expansions also depend on China’s level of 

Type 2 financial integration.  When this increases the deflationary pressure abroad also 

increases and, therefore, monetary expansions must be larger.  This can be seen as driven by an 

increased presence of China’s excess saving on global financial markets, suppressing yields 

and therefore opportunity costs of money holding, and so we observe portfolio rebalancing in 

favour of money.  Increases in money demand then decrease the price levels of goods relative 

to money in foreign regions in the absence of supply expansions.  In China, of course, the 

opposite is true.  Its monetary target is its bilateral exchange rate with the US and expansions 

are needed to defend it, but these expansions are smaller the more financially integrated the 

economy.  More financial integration implies smaller real depreciations against the advanced 

economies and smaller declines in domestic yields.  Hence the rise in portfolio demand for 

home money within China is also smaller. 

The scale of the deflations in the consumer price level that these monetary expansions are 

intended to avoid, and its sensitivity to financial integration, is indicated by Figure 11.  Outside 

China these deflation forces are considerable – between one and two percentage points per year 

for the US and Japan – and they increase with greater financial integration.  Indeed, for the US, 

the deflation pressure rises by almost a percentage point per year across the range of asset 

substitutability postulated.  Similarly large effects occur on current account balances.  Financial 

                                                 
31 This is significant though small in relation to the changes in long yields due to excess saving by Japan and the 
petroleum exporters.   
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openness encourages more Chinese saving to go abroad, raising investment relative to 

domestic saving in foreign economies and so enlarging their current account deficits, as 

indicated in Figure 12.  At the same time this reduces China’s investment relative to its 

domestic saving and so drives its current account surplus higher.  For the US, China’s financial 

integration causes a current account deficit expansion of up to 0.1 per cent of GDP while 

China’s surplus would rise by between 0.3 and 0.5 per cent of GDP. 

The effects of financial integration on China’s real GDP are to moderate its performance, as 

indicated in Figure 13.  This is because greater integration causes more financial outflow from 

China, and hence less domestic investment, and with its fixed nominal exchange rate, more 

domestic deflation, which impairs employment in the short run and capital growth in the long 

run.  China’s real exchange rate depreciates more with greater integration, exacerbating the 

terms of trade shift against it.  Even so, the net Chinese effects of the surge shocks remain 

substantially positive.  Abroad, the US focus of China’s outflows tends to mean that financial 

integration and the USD are positively correlated.  With the consumer price level target of US 

monetary policy, this exchange rate appreciation narrows the gap between the consumer and 

producer prices and therefore raises producer prices the more integrated is the Chinese 

economy.  The effect of this on employment and capital growth, and therefore real GDP, is 

positive but moderate.  The net welfare effects by region are summarised in Figure 14.  They 

show that Chinese welfare gains are smaller than those in real GDP, despite the deflation, due 

to growth in real wages that is slower than that in real GDP and that, as with real GDP, these 

gains diminish with financial integration. 

Overall, the effects of the surge are quite sensitive to the level of China’s financial integration.  

The Chinese effects are considerably moderated in the absence of controls restricting the 

rebalancing of its collective portfolio, including the growth surge itself.  On the other hand, 

foreign effects are amplified by such integration, and particularly the deflationary pressures in 

the US. 

7. Conclusion 

The 2000s growth surge stimulated global growth but provided the first of several blows to the 

performance of global financial markets that culminated in the GFC and the high levels of 

investment uncertainty that persist today.  Measures to quantify financial openness in China 

suggest that the surge occurred at a time when the economy was at its most open financially, 

based at least on Type 1 measures that depend only on domestic and foreign asset acquisitions 
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and holdings.  In terms of Type 2 measures, which account for restrictions on portfolio 

diversity, during the surge capital controls were strict and there was little formal integration.  

Changes in Type 2 measures did come later, as foreign holdings were increasingly allowed to 

diversify beyond official foreign reserves. 

Here a global macroeconomic model with rebalancing national portfolios of containing 

international assets and explicit representation of unconventional monetary policy is used to 

both evaluate the international effects of these major changes in China and to assess, 

counterfactually, what the implications might have been had additional Type 2 financial 

integration been undertaken at the same time.  This would have allowed Chinese portfolio 

managers more ready substitution of assets across investment destinations, reflected in the 

model by a rise in China’s elasticity of asset substitution.  It is shown that the economic effects 

on the advanced economies would have been larger the more these authorities might have 

allowed Type 2 integration.  The surge itself was net beneficial to foreign economies but it 

suppressed global bond yields, imposed deflationary pressure offset by extraordinary, and 

ultimately unsustainable, monetary expansions and it caused current accounts to shift toward 

deficit.  Such financial integration would have moderated the GDP and welfare gains accruing 

to the Chinese economy but it would have increased the effects on foreign economies.  Net 

welfare gains would have been larger but the negative effects would have been larger, 

particularly the declines in global bond yields and the deflationary pressures in the US. 

Looking ahead, a reversal of China’s external balance looms as it transitions to consumption-

led growth and is faced with rising aged dependency (Golley et al. 2017), while at the same 

time the government seeks to sustain the level of investment.  As the rate of overall growth 

slows the most efficient share of investment in GDP will necessarily fall, yet a political 

imperative is to sustain employment in what is the largest construction industry in the world.  

This could lead to further reforms in China, to the financial sector and in the protection of 

intellectual property rights of foreign investing firms.32  Deepening of Type 2 financial 

integration would then be necessary, as might be achieved through reduced controls on 

outward flows and the further expansion of global portfolio capital access through on shore 

bond and equity markets.  

  

                                                 
32 The US-China trade conflict of 2018-9 is a reflection of this issue and its resolution is likely to embody reforms 
to foreign investment conditions (Tyers and Zhou 2019). 
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Figure 1: Official real GDP growth of China, annual percent change, 1980-2018 

 
                  Source: IMF World Economic Outlook.  
 
 
 

Figure 2: Long Term Bond Yields in Advanced Economies 

 
Sources: Long-term interest rates refer to government bonds maturing in ten years. Long-term interest rates in this 
figure are monthly averages of daily rates, measured as a percentage. Rates for USA, Australia, and Japan are 
obtained from the OECD Database. Rates for EU and China are obtained from the CEIC Database.  
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Figure 3: Saving, investment and external balance of the Chinese economy (1987-2017)

 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from the CEIC Database and State Administration of 
Foreign Exchange (SAFE). Data on current account and change of official reserve are obtained from 
SAFE. Other data are obtained from the CEIC Database. 

 
 
 

Figure 4: FDI inflow and its share of total domestic investment in China (%) 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) and the CEIC Database. From UNCTAD, data for inward foreign direct investment as share 
of GDP in China are obtained. Based on data in the CEIC Database, we calculate total domestic 
investment as a share of GDP in China. We then calculate the share of FDI inflow in total domestic 
investment by dividing the former by the latter. For the red series real GDP is calculated in constant 2015 
US$ based on the IMF World Economic Outlook Database. Then this is multiplied by the share of 
inward FDI in GDP to obtain inward FDI in constant 2015 US$.  
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Figure 5: Net investment inflow, billion USD (1982-2017) 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data on total credits and total debits of direct investment, 
portfolio investment and “other investment” in “The Balance of Payments Table” from China’s State 
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE). Net investment of each type of asset is the difference 
between total credits and total debits of each type of asset. 

 
 
 

Figure 6: Gross balance of payments flows, China, % of GDP (1982-2017) 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from “The Balance of Payments Table” from China’s State 
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) and the CEIC Database. Data for the financial and capital accounts 
(consolidated here and referred to as “KA”), the current account, and the change of official foreign reserves are 
obtained from SAFE, and data for GDP are obtained from the CEIC Database. 
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Figure 7: De facto measures of China’s Type 1 financial openness 
(First five relate to stocks of foreign assets and liabilities; the sixth depends on flows) 

 

 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE). SAFE 
provides data on China’s International Investment Position on an annual basis.  These data cover foreign assets, 
foreign liabilities, and their detailed components direct investment assets, direct investment liabilities, portfolio 
investment assets, portfolio investment liabilities, other investment assets, other investment liabilities, and reserve 
assets as shares of GDP. The bottom right index is constructed based on Paranavithana et al. (2018). The index 
depends in every period on the ratio of gross capital outflows (debits on the capital and financial accounts) to total 
domestic savings (Sd) on the one hand and that of the gross value of financial capital inflows (credits on the capital 
and financial accounts) to the level of gross domestic investment (I): Financial capital openness index =
1
2
�|𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑|

|𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑|
+ |𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑|

|𝐼𝐼|
�.  When the value of gross capital inflows is close to the value of total domestic 

investments and the value of gross capital outflows is close to the total domestic savings, the average value of the 
financial capital openness index tends towards unity.  The most extreme case would be where gross capital 
outflows represent very low values compared to total domestic savings and gross capital inflows represent very 
low values compared to total domestic investment expenditure.  This occurs if non-resident and resident flows are 
controlled, in which case the financial openness index is near zero. 
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Figure 8: De jure measures of Chinese financial integration 

 
Source: Chin and Ito (2006). The index is update to 2016 and is available from the Chin-Ito Index 
Website at http://web.pdx.edu/~ito/Chinn-Ito_website.htm. As is explained with details in Chinn and Ito 
(2006), the Chin-Ito Index is the first principal component of the original variables pertaining to 
regulatory controls over current or capital account transactions, the existence of multiple exchange rates, 
and the requirements of surrendering export proceeds in the Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements 
and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER) published by the International Monetary Fund. This index takes 
on higher values the more open the country is to cross-border capital transactions. By construction, the 
series has a mean of zero. 

 

 
Source: Fernández et al. (2016). The index is normalized to [0,1], with higher values indicating higher 
restrictiveness. This index is a measures of de jure restrictions on cross-border financial transactions. It 
differs from Chin-Ito Index in terms of the way information is extracted from the Annual Report on 
Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER) published by the International Monetary 
Fund.  
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Figure 9: Growth Surge Effects on Long Yields with Varying Financial Integrationa,b 
(per cent changes in regional long bond yields) 

       Short run     Long runc 

   
a The horizontal axis is the elasticity of substitution between Chinese and other global assets, σI. 
b The simulations approximate the effects of a single year’s change to the Chinese economy at the peak 
of its growth surge. 
c The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver 
changes in capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by 
adjusting tax rates on consumption expenditure. 

 Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: Growth Surge Effects on Required Monetary Expansions with Varying 
Financial Integrationa,b,c 

(per cent changes in regional money supplies) 
       Short run     Long rund 

   
a The horizontal axis is the elasticity of substitution between Chinese and other global assets, σI. 
b The simulations approximate the effects of a single year’s change to the Chinese economy at the peak 
of its growth surge. 
c The targets of monetary policy in the advanced economies are set at zero consumer price inflation, 
while in China and the rest of the world it is the US$ exchange rate. 
d The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver 
changes in capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by 
adjusting tax rates on consumption expenditure. 

 Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
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Figure 11: Growth Surge Effects on Consumer Price Levels that would Occur in the 
Absence of Monetary Expansions, with Varying Financial Integrationa,b,c 

(per cent changes in consumer price levels) 
       Short run     Long rund 

   
a The horizontal axis is the elasticity of substitution between Chinese and other global assets, σI. 
b The simulations approximate the effects of a single year’s change to the Chinese economy at the peak 
of its growth surge. 
c Here the targets of monetary policy are simply set to zero money supply growth in all regions. 
d The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver 
changes in capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by 
adjusting tax rates on consumption expenditure. 

 Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
 
 
 

Figure 12: Growth Surge Effects on Current Account Balances, with Varying Financial 
Integrationa,b 

(changes in current account balances in percentage points of GDP) 
       Short rund     Long runc 

   
a The horizontal axis is the elasticity of substitution between Chinese and other global assets, σI. 
b The simulations approximate the effects of a single year’s change to the Chinese economy at the peak 
of its growth surge. 
c The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver 
changes in capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by 
adjusting tax rates on consumption expenditure. 
d The results in the short run for the US and Japan are near coincidental and so those for Japan are not 
distinguished. 
Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
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Figure 13: Growth Surge Effects on Real GDP, with Varying Financial Integrationa,b 
(per cent changes real GDP) 

       Short run     Long runc 

   
a The horizontal axis is the elasticity of substitution between Chinese and other global assets, σI. 
b The simulations approximate the effects of a single year’s change to the Chinese economy at the peak 
of its growth surge. 
c The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver 
changes in capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by 
adjusting tax rates on consumption expenditure. 
Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 

 
 
 

Figure 14: Growth Surge Effects on Economic Welfare, with Varying Financial 
Integrationa,b 

(per cent changes in the real purchasing power of disposable income at consumer prices) 
       Short run     Long runc 

   
a The horizontal axis is the elasticity of substitution between Chinese and other global assets, σI. 
b The simulations approximate the effects of a single year’s change to the Chinese economy at the peak 
of its growth surge. 
c The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver 
changes in capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by 
adjusting tax rates on consumption expenditure. 
Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
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Table 1: Relative Economic Sizes of China and the Other Large Regions, ca 2016 
% of world China US EU(26) Japan 

GDP 15 25 22 7 
Consumption, C 10 30 22 7 
Investment, I 27 19 17 6 
Government spending, G 12 23 27 7 
Exports, X 17 17 24 7 
Imports, M 15 21 23 8 
Total domestic saving, SD 27 16 18 6 

Sources: National accounts data supply most of the elements though adjustments have been required to ensure that 
current accounts sum to zero globally, as do capital/financial accounts.  The IMF-IFS database is the major source 
but there is frequent resort to national statistical databases. 
 
 
 

Table 2: Shares of Total Domestic Saving Directed to Investment in each Region, 2016a 

% of row total 
saving US EU(28) Japan China Australia RoW 

USb 68.0 13.3 6.4 6.4 1.5 4.4 
EU(26)c 12.9 80.1 2.3 2.3 0.9 1.5 
Japand 14.0 3.3 72.2 6.2 0.7 3.6 
Chinac 9.2 0.6 0.9 81.1 0.1 8.0 
Australiae 13.0 4.8 2.3 2.1 77.3 0.4 
Rest of world 3.4 3.9 2.6 2.8 0.1 87.2 

a These shares sum to 100 horizontally.  They are based on 2016 investment flows.  The original flow matrix is 
inconsistent with data on saving and investment from national accounts and so a RAS algorithm is used to ensure 
that row and column sums are consistent with other data.  The row sums of the flow matrix are total saving by 
region and the column sums are total investment by region.  These sums are sourced from the IMF-IFS database 
and the World Bank database. 
b USA: values are based on official statistics, BEA. 
c EU and China: indirect information from USA, Australian and Japanese statistics. 
d Japan: estimated based on FDI data, assuming investment outflow=FDI*1.6. The ratio 1.6 is that of USA 
reported inward investment from Japan divided by Japanese reported outward FDI to the USA. 
e Australia: Australian Bureau of Statistics "International Investment Position, Australia: Supplementary 
Statistics, 2016". 
f ROW is a residual. Its saving is inferred from national accounts estimates and its investment abroad is 
determined to balance the matrix of financial flows. 
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Table 3: Simulation Closuresa 

Closure Short run Long run 

Labour market: Exogenous nominal low-skill wage with 
endogenous employment 

Constant unemployment rate with 
endogenous low-skill wage 

Fiscal policy: Exogenous nominal government spending on 
goods and services with endogenous 
government revenue at fixed rates of tax on 
income, consumption and trade 
 

Exogenous nominal government 
spending on goods and services 
and fiscal balance with endogenous 
rates of tax on consumption 
expenditure 

Investment and 
capital: 

Exogenous physical capital stock with 
endogenous investment and expected rates 
of return 
 

Endogenous physical capital stock 
and investment with exogenous 
expected rates of return 

Monetary policy 
targetsb 

Advanced economies: Consumer price level 
China and the Rest of the World: Fixed exchange rates against the US$c 

 Alternate case to estimate counterfactual deflation: money supplies fixed in all 
regionsd 

a Since the model is a system of non-linear simultaneous equations and more variables are specified than 
equations in the system, there is flexibility as to the choice of those to make exogenous.  This choice mirrors 
assumptions about the behaviour of labour markets, fiscal deficits, investment and monetary policy targets. 
b Money supplies can be set to target any of the three price levels (consumer, producer and GDP), nominal 
exchange rates against the US$ or nominal GDP levels. 
c The US$ is the numeraire in the model, which calculates exchange rates against it and also effective exchange 
rates. 
d No changes in commercial bank reserve behaviour are assumed so that money multipliers remain constant. 
 
 
 
 

Table 4: Growth Surge Shocksa 

% 
 
Total factor productivity, AV                                      5 
Total factor and input productivity, AY                      2 
Consumption constant, AC                                      -10 
Skill stock, SK                                                             6 
Capital stockb, K                                                         8 
 

a All shocks are to the Chinese economy only. 
b In the long run the capital stock is endogenous to fixed expected rates of return and so it is not 
shocked. 
Source: Authors’ approximations as to primary shocks during the peak growth surge years 2002 
to 2006. 
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Table 5: Effects of the Growth Surge with Moderate Financial Integrationa 
% changes  US EU(26) Japan China 

      
Real bond yield, r Short run -2.3 -2.1 -2.2 -4.7 
 Long runb -2.2 -2.0 -2.4 -5.5 
      
Money supply, MS Short run 3.7 2.8 5.0 4.2 
 Long runb 3.8 3.0 4.5 4.0 
      
Consumer price level, PC Short run 0.0 0.0 0.0 -8.7 
 Long runb 0.0 0.0 0.0 -9.2 
      
Consumer price level, PC Short run -1.1 0.1 -2.0 -9.7 
(MS target all regions) Long runb -1.5 -0.2 -2.0 -10.5 
      
Producer price level, PP Short run 0.6 0.2 0.9 -11.3 
 Long runb 1.0 0.6 1.7 -13.1 
      
Real effective exchange  Short run 3.5 2.0 3.5 -11.3 
rate, eR Long runb 4.3 2.5 3.3 -13.1 
      
Nominal effective  Short run -0.1 0.9 -2.2 0.1 
exchange rate, E Long runb 0.0 1.2 -0.3 0.2 
      
Real output (GDP), Y/PY Short run 0.2 0.1 0.4 10.3 
 Long runb 0.2 0.1 0.2 11.8 
      
Real disposable income  Short run 0.8 0.4 1.4 8.4 
YD/PC Long runb 1.4 1.0 2.1 7.6 

a These results are from the model described in the text with the closures and shocks listed in Tables 3 and 4.  In 
particular, the default monetary target for all the advanced economies is the domestic consumer price level while 
China and the rest of the world adopt the bilateral exchange rate with the US.  Two sets of results for PC are 
shown, with the second set emerging from the alternative monetary policy closure that has all regions targeting 
their money supplies.  The “moderate” financial integration parameters referred to are values of the elasticity of 
substitution between assets for each region, I

iσ .  These are US: 15, EU: 15, Japan: 10, China: 5, Australia: 15, 
Rest of World: 5.  
b The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver changes in 
capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by adjusting tax rates 
on consumption expenditure. 
Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
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Table 6: Sensitivity of the Effects of the Growth Surge to Type 2 Financial Integrationa,b 
% changes due to 

I
i 2,20σ =  

 
US EU(26) Japan China 

      
Real bond yield, r Short run 10 6 6 -25 
 Long runc 13 7 6 -32 
      
Money supply, MS Short run 9 5 4 -67 
 Long runc 12 5 5 -77 
      
Consumer price level, PC Short run 61 1010d 7 -20 
(MS target all regions) Long runb 53 -121d 4 -35 
      
CA balance, % GDP Short run 12 7 5 15 
 Long runc 14 7 9 18 
      
Real output (GDP), Y/PY Short run 7 2 2 -6 
 Long runc 8 0 -4 -2 
      
Real disposable income  Short run 7 2 2 -7 
YD/PC Long runc 9 2 3 -16 

a The numbers indicate the proportional change in the effects of the growth surge detailed in Table 5 due to the 
sweep of the Chinese elasticity of asset substitution between I

i 2σ =  and I
i 20σ = . 

b These results are from the model described in the text with the closures and shocks listed in Tables 3 and 4.  In 
particular, the default monetary target for all the advanced economies is the domestic consumer price level while 
China and the rest of the world adopt the bilateral exchange rate with the US.  The results shown for PC are, 
however, from the alternative monetary policy closure that has all regions targeting their money supplies.  The 
“moderate” financial integration parameters referred to are values of the elasticity of substitution between assets 
for each region, I

iσ .  These are US: 15, EU: 15, Japan: 10, China: 5, Australia: 15, Rest of World: 5. 
c The long run simulations maintain constant employment while allowing financial flows to deliver changes in 
capital stocks and hence adjustments in production capacity.  Fiscal balance is maintained by adjusting tax rates 
on consumption expenditure. 
d The large proportional changes in EU deflation stem from very small denominators, due to the very small effects 
of the surge on EU price levels shown in the previous table. 
Source: Simulations of the model described in the text. 
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